Vanguard Speedloader
User manual
The Vanguard Speedloader is easily operated with a
rotary knob and oled-display. Make sure the battery is
charged and connected. Then turn on the Speedloader
by pushing the knob once. The start-up screen is
shown and the battery status is displayed. After, you
are in the menu.
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Rotate the knob to scroll through the menu. When the system is locked, indicated by the lock symbols,
it can be unlocked by navigating the menu to “Unlock” and press once. Now the device is ready to use.

By scrolling up, a preset can be selected. To change the preset value, press and hold the knob till the
value is highlighted. Rotate the knob to set the desired value. Press once to conﬁrm or hold to reset to
the previous value.

To load a magazine, make sure it’s empty and put it on the discharge tube (red) if necessary. Now place
the magazine on the output tube (black) and hold in securely into place. Choose the desired preset and
press once to start loading. The screen will countdown the exact amount of BB’s and stops automatically
when reaching zero. Loading can be cancelled at all times by pressing the knob again.

When you are ready to store the Speedloader, it is recommended to put it in to “Lock” mode. Do this by
scrolling to the “Sleep/Lock” item, then press and hold the knob to lock.

The device will go in to sleep mode after 5 idle minutes or can be put in to sleep manually via the
“Sleep/Lock” item and pressing once. From sleep the device can be woken up by pressing the knob and
is immediately ready to use. After one hour the device will automatically go to a lock state.
Messages
PRESSURE LIMIT is shown when the magazine is loaded with too much force. The Speedloader has
stopped automatically to prevent damage. This occurs when the magazine was not completely empty
or its maximum capacity was reached. Check both and try again by pressing once and resetting the
notiﬁcation.
RUNOUT OF BBS is shown when no BB’s are supplied to the pump. Check if there are enough bb’s
available in the ammo box and press once to reset the notiﬁcation.

